GOVERNMENT OF TELANGANA
DEPARTMENT OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION

OFFICE OF THE
COMMISSIONER OF TECHNICAL EDUCATION
TELANGANA :: HYDERABAD

Sub : Technical Education - ALPLA India Pvt. Ltd. desires a meeting with the Principals of Government Polytechnics nearby Sanagreddy (Pashamallaram) for shaping Internship programme – Reg.

Ref: 1 Lr. No. ALPLA/Future Corner & Internship Opportunity – Minutes of the meeting communicated, Dt: 07.01.2020.

2 Letter from ALPLA India Pvt. Ltd. – to have subsequent meeting with Shri. Navin Mittal, Commissioner of Technical Education, Telangana State, Hyderabad, Dt: 30.01.2020.

&

Vide reference 2nd cited, wherein Shri. Surendra Babu, Vice President, ALPLA India Pvt. Ltd has stated that ALPLA is an active multinational company in the development and production of Plastic packaging solutions who achieve their entrepreneurial goals through effective collaboration within a global network. The ALPLA provides professional on job training with attractive entry level career opportunities under 2+2 internship model. They proposed to take certain 4th semester students of DME/DEEE and provide one year basic training and one year advanced training at “future corner of ALPLA” after completion of 2 years course of Diploma at the Polytechnics. They conduct 5th semester classes and midsem at their unit located at Pashamallaram, Sangareddy. On completion of the two years training period, they provide employment to these candidates. The SBTET will issue the Diploma award certificate for these candidates and ALPLA India Pvt. Ltd. will issue an Advanced / Specialized training certificate.

In view of the above, the Principals of Government Polytechnics nearby Sangareddy (Pashamallaram) are identified as follows:

1. SS GPT, Zaheerabad
2. GPT, Medchal
3. GPT, Gomaram
4. GPT, Sangareddy
5. GPT, Yadagirigutta
6. J.N GPT, Ramanthapur, Hyderabad
7. GPT, Masabtank, Hyderabad
8. GPT, Jogipet

In this connection, the Principals of Government Polytechnics nearby Pashamallaram, Sangareddy are informed to attend the meeting which is scheduled on 07.02.2020 from 11:00 PM to 01:00 PM at Prof. Jayashankar Conference Hall, O/o CTE, Hyderabad.
Agenda points for the meeting:

1. Recap of the previous meeting
2. Briefing the scope and benefits of Dual education to the Principals by Shri. Navin Mittal, ALPLA India & CII
3. Process & Guidelines for Students selection to be finalized (Dates, Criteria, evaluation process of the students)
4. Alignment on the dates for the interviews
5. Stipend and other benefits extended to the students

The receipt of the memo shall be acknowledged.

(This has approval of the CTE, Telangana, Hyderabad)

To,
The Principals of Identified Government Polytechnics nearby Sangareddy (Pashamailaram).
Copy to Secretary, SBTE&T, TS, Hyderabad.
Copy to Shri. Surendra Babu, Vice President, ALPLA India Pvt. Ltd., Hyderabad.